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ABSTRACT: Challenges to Indian democracy profoundly found to be knee- jerking and far- fetched. In Political 

diaspora, centralization is historic subject to worry. Therefore to the question to how and why decentralization is 

the nucleus of democracy, will be settled with an arguments made by political scientists  like J.S.Mill  and LJ Sharpe 

adding coherent values to the Introductory face of this research paper. Authors through their piece of work 

endeavor to project the entity of both power and democracy is contemplating in a constructing and healthier way 

Clinical study on democracy unfolds traditional learning of institutional structure alone, but normative lessons lests 

to anticipate the zeal of democracy sustains when  not used as door mat by the power hungry demagogoue. Indian 

legislators made a significant political attempt in on restructurinawed and excessive centralized to participatory 

democracy by legitimizing its  maneuvers to ensure effective  administration , whose theoretical expression can be 

found in  Gandhi’s  “Hind Swaraj”, as a concept of “Osceanic Circle. The extract of this piece predominantly 

particularizes on devolution of power and art of governance in Kashmir village, strives to manifest solitude of both 

narrative historic evolution of J&K panchayat bodies as well as normative and empirical assessment of the elections 

and their significance will be discussed by the authors in the ihe introductory part and first section. The second 

section will look at the significance of  Panchayat  in J&K. Section 3 will throw light at the challenges confronting 

panchayats. Section 4 will  conclude  the academic paper with the substantial arguments about repositioning 

democracy in the Valley, giving insights to its failure. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Power is attractive. The rhetoric of power is evident from the chapters of world history, from rise of 

Nazism, Mussolini’s Fascism, to even world’s largest democracy like America’s power monism reflected 

during post 9/11 Bush’s administration radicalized  of “Hard Power” to  even India’s  manifestation of 

abusive dominance  during Mrs. Gandhi’s authoritarian tenure nurturing the governance of dictatorship 

and autocratic reign. Hitler’s  “Lebensraum, Darwin’s Theory of Survival,  All these above mentioned 

historical events demonstrates Realistic monopolistic concept, which, not necessarily, to be understood 

unilaterally, as unitary hold of power. The question appears on the hegemony-duty co-habiting of political 

Institution ( what resides Polyarchy or Democracy) that paramounts on its citizens , chasing them in 

becoming subservient or making a pathway for its people with real power to exercise their freedom of 

choices. Both the concept of power and Institution of Democracy is contemplating. Democracy equals 

grand total of all Individuals, its association with power should have constructive detonation, valourizing 

responsibility”.  

 
The term Democracy, whose focal point is the Indiviuals  is the most common term used in contemporary 

debates. From Liberal standpoint, democracy is praised as a benign force capable of taking everyone, 

irrespective of Caste, Class and Sex’, on board as far as distribution of rights and privileges are 

concerned.  
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However this is not always the case, Power is manipulated by privileged people belonging to a particular 

Class or Caste. This is true in a democracy like India where Caste has been a dominant category in 

determining policies of State. Thus the real test of democracy depends on the degree of vitalization of 

freedom and capabilities of the ordinary people. This is a settled debate. All question starts from that 

point on-wards, raising a significant question i.e. the devolution of power at the local level. The argument 

in support of it aims to enhance and enrich democracy as representative density will increase thereby, 

pluralizing decision making spaces popularly known as Panchayati Raj, is an innovative scheme of 

ensuring local people participation. From the arguments unveiled by political scholars like JL Sharpe and 

J.S. Mill in support of the efficacy value of local government which relates its Democratic 

decentralization capacity to keep Professional groups in check. Sharpe recognizes that the specialization 

and technological sophistication has given these government officials upper hand , which leaves be run on 

the interests of the professionals rather than society. Further stretches the claim of its quality that covers a 

range of roles offered by local government like: Coordinator of services in the field; as a reconciler of 

community opinion; as a consumer pressure from an agent for responding to rising demand and finally as 

a counter weight to incipient syndicalism. Local government seems to have come into its 

own.(1970,p.174). . Geographical scenery of India is simple, than its cultural explanation, which can be 

put it as, “India has a theatrical landscape inside, which many countries exists” considering  plethora of 

myriad ethnicities living in 3,287,236sqkm. Furthermore the history of Indian states unfolds their own 

distinctive chapters on rural administration. Authors posits that the paper is divided into chapters 

uncoiling series of rural events from its narration of evolution  to  Hysterically mentioning about how 

panchayat raj did not function in a setting like Kashmir as it was supposed, basically factors contributing 

to it are of political, administrative and institutional nature. 

 

                                                         SECTION 1                                             

                                     Evolution of panchayats in Kashmir 

In the pre – independence period, Panchayats did exist In JK. They were comprised of lower level 

functionaries of Maharaja, zaildars, Numberdars, Village heads landlords and other influential people in 

rural areas. However the history of their working reveals that they were manipulated for political purposes 

rather than aiming at the grass root level democracy. The introduction of the local self- government in JK 

commences with the promulgation of J&K Village Panchayat Regulation No.1 by the Maharaja of the 

State in 1953. The Act provided for election of Panchs, numbering five to seven of which, one punch 

would be appointed by the Panchayat Officer. The election will be held on an open stage, with a simple 

show of hands. The Panchayat Officer was given the discretion to evolve rules conducting the elections. 

The striking feature of the Act of 1935 was the provision regarding the right of franchise by the people in 

villages and right to be elected as a Panch to the Panchayat. The qualifications were such that majority of 

people were unable to vote or to be elected as a Panch e.g. his revenue tax should be atleast five rupees, 

should possess any kind of property valued at Rs. 1,000, so on and so forth. Thus it is clear that Panchayat 

Raj Institution envisaged under this Act were far from being called fair. They were manipulated by rich 

and beneficiaries of the autocratic rule of Maharaja. No common villager had any say in matters related to 

Panchayats. The rationale, it seems, was to keep an eye on the activities of National Conference which 

was on the vanguard of Freedom for Kashmir was emerging as a strong force in rural Kashmir and 

committed to a revolution in Kashmir. Thus it appears that the object of this Act was to marginalize the 

growing influence of National Conference. The functions were mostly judicial in nature although other 
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functions, civil in nature were also assigned to them. The Panchayats remained dysfunctional and their 

purpose was other than that of democratic decentralization. The amended Act of 1941 was new and 

improved than the earlier one. The responsibilities of establishing Panchayats in JK were given to 

Revenue Department under the act of 1935 and 1941. “Land to the Tiller” ‘which was implemented soon 

after Independence, was watershed development in the history of JK. Earlier, National Conference had 

come up with a historic document called “Naya Kashmir” ‘which had promised a radical shift in 

Kashmir’s socio-political and economic landscape, contained provisions for establishing Panchayats in 

Kashmir. Panchayats could have played a leading role in the developmental process of the State. However 

the arrest of Sheikh Abdullah and consequent subversion of democratic institutions hampered their 

normal functioning. 

 
The debate and discussions to re juvenile Panchayats at national level shook the power elite in JK. In a 

bid to express solidarity with national elite, rather than expressing any concern for Panchayats, the State 

Government passed the J&K Village Panchayat Act 1958 to make better provision for the administration 

of Panchayats in the state. However the critical appraisal of the working of Panchayats in the post- 1953 

era reveals Political manipulation of their working. Democracy from the lowest level cannot function 

properly in a setting where legitimate leaders are put behind bars for unknown reasons and governments 

are installed at the behest of center. This is true for Kashmir. The point authors is stressing upon is that 

the vision of democratic decentralization could not be actualized in the post- 1953 era which was marked 

by rigging of elections, which even continues today, and denial of legitimate democratic rights to the 

people of the state. 

 
Autonomy was eroded and repression continued to silence the voices of people. This continued even after 

the Indira-Sheikh Accord, 1975. The popular government in 1977 introduced the single Line 

Administration with the objective of securing a mechanism for developing the planning process at the 

district level and to take complete account of resource endowment. However it did not function properly 

to our  dismay. It is in this backdrop of Panchayat Raj in the state that the J&K Panchayati Act 1989 

appeared on the socio-political scenario, raising new  hopes for the participation of people in the 

economic and democratic process at the ground level, aiming to accelerate its efficacy of performance. 

The Act proposes that the state ushers in a second era of Socio- Political revolution; the first one being the 

agrarian reforms of 1947, which gave land to the tiller. The Act envisages avenues of people’s in political 

decision implementing process. Furthermore It also provides for the establishment and constitution of the 

following authorities. 

1. Halqa Panchayats 

2. Block Developmet Councils 

3. District Planning and Development Board 

4. Panchayat Adalats. 

 
The Act gives wide ranging autonomy and supremacy to the Halqa Panchayat which is the soul of the 

system. It is the center around the planning, developmental and Political activities of the people at the 

grass root level would revolve. The Halqa Panchayat is under a legal duty to provide developmental plans 

for the concerned area. Its function includes water management, animal husbandry, social forestry, health 

and sanitation. Also required to formulate regulation for consumer protection and for evolving the plans 

for removing poverty and creating avenues of employments through new Programs. 
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SECTION 2 

                               Significance of panchayats in Kashmir  

Past two and half decades in the history of Kashmir are marked by insurgency and militancy against 

Indian oppression. This not only hampered the functioning of JK Legislature, but also offers evidence of 

badly affecting the successful Panchayat Raj institution in the state. In this backdrop, elections to 

Panchayats in 2011 are no less than a wonder for democracy. This election is significant on many 

accounts. Firstlly, the legitimacy deficit, which marked the past two decades, was removed. About 80 

percent of the electorate exercised their votes from 13 April to 27 June . Not surprisingly, Panchayats 

elections in 2011after big gap of 33 years, the last one being held in 1977-1978. Elections were held in 

2001, but this was just a paper exercise. Polling took place in only 208 out of 2348 constituencies in 

Baramulla, 152 out of 1695 in Kupwara and 55 out of 759 constituencies in Srinagar. Security reasons 

delayed the elections supposed to be held in 2006. Secondly and more importantly Panchayat elections 

are a way of protecting our identity and culture. Insurgency and civil war like situation disturbed the 

social ontology of Kashmir. Life became personal and Individualized, which is against the very culture of 

Kashmir. These elections acted as a beacon of hope to revive the age old syncretic Kashmir tradition. In 

Wusan village, Aasha Jee became the first Kashmiri Pandit women to win the Panchayat polls in a 

predominantly Muslim majority village in Kunzru block of District Baramulla. Moreover, 25 Sikhs also 

secured their wins in muslim populated constituencies. All these highlights the significance of Panchayat 

elections to revive the secular fabric of Kashmir culture which was defined it over centuries. Thirdly, the 

elections saw the participation of women on large scale and were even selected as Panchs in most of 

constituencies. Women participation acquires added significance in a highly religious society like 

Kashmir. Here Kitchen is usually the destiny of women in Kashmir. Participation in decision making and 

implementation enabled women to come out of their homes and lead their lives in their own way. 

The debate on women participation in institutional politics has been a paradoxical property for feminists. 

However, this has been settled in favor of women participation in institutional politics. Viewed from this 

angle, women participation in Panchayat is a welcome initiative. This catalyses’ their confidence  which 

is essential to form their own conception of good and acquire resources for dignified life.  Their 

quantitative representation is an important part of ensuring an active citizenry that include both men and 

women and challenge the dominant relations of social power. Regard to equality requires women 

participation in decision making process. Fourthly, the conflict had alienated Kashmiri people to a large 

extent. There are always psychological issues involved in conflict ridden spaces. State’s repression in 

Kashmir, in response to freedom demands, made them highly prone and even vulnerable to psychological 

disorders. This is confirmed by various studies. Engagement of people at local level will consequently 

lessen their alienation from state and institutions thereby contributing to peace and prosperity in the state. 

Hence Panchayat elections are significant from conflict resolution perspective as well. Fifthly, Panchayat 

elections significant from the perspective of delivery of services as well. This will fine tune the delivery 

mechanism of state and inevitably contribute to better governance and efficiency. Transparency and 

accountability will also be ensured. Panchayat elections cannot be neglected from the point of 

development. Development  in terms of not only improvement infrastructure but also in terms of 

development of lower caste people and women.  Reservation for Lower caste people will provide them an 

opportunity to mitigate their problems in their own way. Lastly, Panchayat elections in Kashmir are 

important from the angle of Autonomy as well. Critics of Article 370( which grants special status to 

Kashmir within national constitution) calls for its abrogation citing concentration of power at the top level 
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the reason. Thus conducting the elections on regular basis will ensure devolution of power to the grass 

root level and impart legitimacy to special status granted to Kashmir. 

 

SECTION 3 

Challenges 

Democratic decentralization in the state is under threat on many fronts. The onset of militancy and the 

consequent breakdown of political order put an end to the Panchayat elections being conducted on 

periodic basis, even after Panchayat Act was passed in 1989. Militant groups view the elections as an 

attempt to divert the attention of people from the demands of “Freedom” from Indian state, popularly 

known as “Azaadi” in Kashmir. The past few years have also witnessed killing of many Sarpanchs in 

Kashmir, the recent one in Pulwama District last month. The All Parties Hurriyat Conference(APHC), a 

separatist group , comes up with the slogan of “Boycott to elections”. APHC is an influential force in the 

valley, its reach has expanded over the years. People usually subscribe to their calls for boycott, This was 

witnessed on 9th to defer the Anantnag By poll elections which were scheduled on 12 April. 

Secondly, Rekha Choudary argues that J&K Panchayat Act 1989 cannot in any way claim to decentralize 

power at this level. One of the most serious flaws in the act relates to government intervention in the 

composition of Panchayats. Unlike 73rd amendment of the national Constitution, this act provides for 

nomination at many levels – the Halqa Panchayat, the Bock Development Council and the District 

Planning and Development Board. 

 
The principle of nomination not only goes against the democratic nature of Panchayats but also changes 

the nature of rights enjoyed by nominated members. The representation of women, SCs and STs is the 

discretion of state government and not a constitutional right of any of these groups. The Panchayats lack 

financial autonomy. The act does not provide for an autonomous machinery for the allocation of funds to 

the Panchayat Institutions Democratic decentralization is gripped with by the slogan of “ Power to the 

People”, described as peoples participation in democratic decision process. This concept encompasses the 

entire socio-political and economic structure. Unfortunately this is not the regular cases. What one finds, 

not surprisingly, is occurrence of  power manipulation even at the grass root level. Person having 

sufficient social capital are privileged as far as distribution of tickets is concerned. Thus a particular 

section of populace is benefited by these institutions. 

 
This inevitably leads to high levels of corruptions at this ground level of rural politics. Economic growth 

cannot alone ensure participation of Subalterns. Economic growth has failed to promote the well-being of 

the community. There is enough evidence at the ground level which suggests that there is nexus between 

the members of Panchayat and the economic and political elite. This nexus is often runs opposite to the 

promises of democratic decentralization. Thus the need is to go beyond the formal structures and ensure 

participation of common man in the democratic process. Howsoever, sounds the institutional base may 

be, but these would appear to hollow lest there is conscious effort to restore common man at the center of 

the system. 

 
The other issues confronting Panchayats in the state are related to infrastructure and deliverance of basics 

needs to people. Most of the Panchayats do not have their own buildings. Meetings are held at the home 

of Sarpanch which give them additional advantage in influencing outcomes. Memebers of the Panchayats 

are often complaining often the insufficient powers given to them, even they are provided by the 
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Panchayats Act 1989. Thus government interference has always been an issue in the successful working 

of Panchayats in the state. Panchayats are often influenced  by Political Parties for their own purposes. 

This becomes the primary objective of Panchayats, devolution of power the secondary. Thus the critical 

evaluation of Panchayats, from their beginning, reveals their political manipulation for political gains, 

rather than empowering people in its real sense of the term. 

 

CONCLUSION 

Kashmir has witnessed fluctuating fortune with regard to the democratic process as well as democratic 

functioning of the institutions in the post- independent period. The Panchayati Raj might have suffered 

setbacks in other states of India as well, but in the Kashmir context it has entirely different connotations 

and dimensions. If policy makers are convinced that people in Kashmir should be actively involved in the 

democratic process and be made a vibrant party to the process of participatory democracy, Panchayati Raj 

offers an opportunity as well as challenge to them. 

 

The brief appraisal of Panchayati Raj legislation’s and functioning of this system effectively brings forth 

the stark realization that this system was distorted concurrently in case of Kashmir. Therefore, the policy 

makers should ensure that the potential of manipulation under the present legislation should be 

eliminated. A stage has come where human beings considered to be pivotal of all the activities needs to be 

recognized. Therefore, the political structure has to evolve a mechanism to bring about the human welfare 

through human effort and needs to be oriented to their capacities and capabilities. Thus the mechanism of 

manipulative politicizing, through the provisions of law, need to be done away with. Democracy has 

altogether a different context and meaning in as a setting like Kashmir. For other states it may entail 

participation of people in policy and decision making, however, in Kashmir it entails fulfilling of political 

aspirations. Kashmir is a political conflict and must be resolved politically. Democracy and fulfilling of 

political aspirations are not mutually exclusive in Kashmir; rather, they are complementary to each other 

as well as reinforce each other. Thus, a richer understanding of “development” in Kashmir demands a 

greater attention towards the resolution of Kashmir conflict. The recent “boycott” of by-poll elections in 

Kashmir should be an eye opener for policy makers in New Delhi and Srinagar, if they aspire for a 

peaceful and successful working of democratic process. Expanding horizon of peoples’ aspirations in 

Kashmir calls for greater individual moral autonomy, inevitably, leading to the development of “culture 

of democracy” ‘where individual will have a greater say in deciding and controlling their destiny. 

However, this is a fake expression so far, creating disillusion democracy. Because, though true but 

disdain to witness the excessive mud manipulation of democratic processes contributing to the present 

state of affairs which is characterized by despair and hopelessness. 
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